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Characterization of the determinants of economically important phenotypes
showing complex inheritance should lead to more effective use of genetic
resources. This study was conducted to determine the number, genome location and
effects of QTLs determining malting quality and agronomic traits in the two North
American barley quality standards. Using a doubled haploid population of 140 lines
from the cross of Harrington x Morex, agronomic phenotype and malting quality
data sets from nine and eight environments, respectively, and a 107-marker linkage
map, QTL analyses were performed using simple interval mapping and simplified
composite interval mapping procedures. Thirty five QTLs were associated either
across environments or in individual environments, with five grain and agronomic
traits (yield, kernel plumpness, test weight, heading date and plant height).
Thirteen QTLs were associated with five malting quality traits (grain protein
percentage, soluble/total protein ratio, a-amylase activity, diastatic power and malt
extract percentage). QTLs for multiple traits were coincident. The loci controlling
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Tremendous improvements have been achieved in terms of the adaptation
and productivity of crops since the first species were domesticated several
thousands of years ago. However, most of these gains were obtained through the
empirical knowledge of the farmers, and later of the plant breeders (Slafer et al.
1994). In fact, some people still think about breeding crops as both science and art,
because many of the inexplicable phenotypic phenomena that were impossible to
explain through genetics were "solved" by the common sense and experience of the
breeders (Poehiman 1984). The need for more productive and higher quality crops
to meet the needs of a rapidly growing population requires making the breeding
process much more productive and efficient (Slafer et al. 1994; Miflin 2000).
Almost 50% of the food supply used by the world's people comes from only seven
cereal grains (Slafer et al.1994). The world's population grew from 4.5 billion
twenty years ago to 6 billion in 2000, and it is likely to rise eight billion in the near
future. At the same time, recent analyses suggest that the rate of increase in yield of
several crops may have dropped over the last decade (Miflin 2000).2
For thousands of years the principles of genetics and heredity were
practically unknown. About 100 years ago the first big advance was obtained
through the rediscovery of Mendel's work, but many questions remained regarding
the inheritance of complex traits (Griffiths et al. 1996).Rapid developments in
both molecular biology and computer science in the last two decades have led to a
better understanding of the inheritance of complex traits. In barley, as in other crop
plants, the discovery of thousands of genes and the development of high-resolution
maps will help to identify genes responsible for complex characters (Waugh 2000).
Quantitative traits
From a genetic standpoint, two types of characters can be observed in plant
species. Those in which phenotypes can be grouped in a small number of discrete
classes -for example resistant or susceptible; colored or not colored; smooth or
rough- are usually controlled for a few "major genes", and are known as qualitative
traits. On the other hand, for most of the economically important characters in
plants, phenotypes can not be grouped in a few classes. Rather, a randomly selected
group of phenotypes would tend to fit the pattern of a normal distribution, with a
large number of intermediate classes. These traits have been termed quantitative
traits and are thought to be determined by many genes, each gene having a small
effect and very often interacting with other genes and with the environment
(Poehiman 1984).3
The differences between the inheritance of quantitative and qualitative traits
have led to the development of two branches in genetics: Mendelian genetics,
which is quite suitable to understand genetic systems where a single locus is
involved and quantitative genetics, also known as biometrical genetics, which is
based upon fundamental Mendelian principles but extended to traits controlled by
multiple genes. In the lafter, conclusions are based on phenotypic means and
variances (Thoday 1961; Lynch and Walsh 1997).
In order to face the problems of dealing with quantitative traits, for decades
breeders used biometrical experiments. In biometrical genetics, models are
developed a priori from Mendelian theory but these observations take a different
form, such as means, variances, heritabilities and other statistics, which can be
calculated from phenotypic data. These statistics are used to estimate parameters of
the relationship between genotype and environment (Kempthome 1988). The key
to progress in selection for quantitative traits then relies on evaluating the relative
contribution of heredity and environment (Allard 1996). This is the first important
assumption of biometrical genetics, in the sense that quantitative characters depend
not only on the number of genetic loci involved but also in the relative importance
of heredity and environment in determining the expression of phenotypic
characteristics (Allard 1996; Falconer and MacKay 1996).
Determining the relative importance of heredity and environment involved
laborious and complicated statistical analyses which very often relied on invalid
assumptions. These assumptions include: similar gene frequencies at all loci, the4
effects of genes and their dominance relations are all similar, and, in some cases,
that an infinitely large number of genes affect the trait (Falconer and Mackay
1996). This led to imprecise estimates of genetic parameters, and even to estimates
greater than theoretical limits. Considering the limitations of classical quantitative
genetics approaches, they provided little information about the number of alleles
per locus, number of loci, and types of gene action determining complex traits
(Allard 1988).
Only two decades ago there was still, in general, a lack of enthusiasm on the
part of most plant breeders for molecular techniques because these techniques were
applicable only to qualitative traits. In contrast, most of the traits plant breeders
have to deal with are quantitative. This lack of enthusiasm seemed to come from
the idea that molecular techniques were suitable for identifying and cloning
qualitative genes, but it would not be possible to apply the same technology to
genes determining quantitative traits, since the number and location of these genes
were unknown (Robertson 1985; Yano and Sasaki 1997).
The loci determining complex traits are known as quantitative trait loci
(QTLs and QTL for quantitative trait locus) and the procedures for finding and
locating the QTL5 are called QTL mapping (Liu 1997). Almost eighty years ago,
the basis for QTL detection was established with the pioneering work of Sax (1923)
but this approach remained impractical because of the lack of appropriate genetic
markers linked with the loci determining quantitative traits. In 1961, Thoday
presented a proposal to locate genes determining quantitative traits but he pointed5
out the need for complete genetic maps in order to achieve reasonable precision in
the location of QTLs. With the rapid development of molecular markers and
molecular technologies that make it easier and more efficient to use such markers,
genetic maps of most important crop plant species have become available (Knapp
et al. 1990; Knapp et al 1995). Besides this, the development of software packages
to analyze phenotypic and genotypic data have made it possible to identify and
manipulate genes involved in the complex charactersthat condition crop
performance (McCouch and Doerge 1995).
In order to map QTLs, a genetic map is required and then a search for
associations between traits and polymorphic markers is conducted (Knapp et al.
1990; Falconer and Mackay 1996; Liu 1997). When a significant association
between a trait and markers is detected, it may be evidence for a QTL linked to the
markers (Tanksley 1993). QTL mapping creates the possibility for modeling
quantitative traits at the individual gene level (Falconer and Mackay 1996). The
simple t-test, simple linear regression, multiple linear regression, non-linear
regression and interval test approach using partial regression have been proposed
and used to map QTLs (Knapp et al. 1990; Knapp et al. 1992; Liu 1997). Each of
these approaches has advantages and disadvantages and every new procedure tries
to overcome limitations of earlier procedures.
With all of these tools available, a new branch of genetics has emerged
called"Genomics",whichintegratesmoleculargenetics,automationand
informatics. This new science has ambitious goals, which include characterization[1
of all genes within the organism and determination of their roles within the
genome. Genomics will provide valuable information for breeders and will assist
them in efficiently achieving their goals (Waugh 2000).
OTL studies in barley
As in other crops, most economically important traits in barley show
quantitative inheritance. Barley is unique due to its role in malting and brewing,
and these malting quality traits, which are as complex as agronomic traits, must be
considered in crop improvement. More than sixty studies have been reported which
are based on applying QTL analysis to barley for agronomic, malting quality and,
resistance to abiotic and biotic stresses
(http://www.css.orst.edu/bar1ey/nabgmp/gt1sum.htm). In many cases, contrasting parental
lines have been used to develop the mapping populations. These contrasts include
winter x spring habit (Dicktoo x Morex, Oziel et al. 1996); feed x malting (Steptoe
x Morex, Hayes et al. 1993); two-rowed x six-rowed (Leger x C19831, Jui et al.
1997) and two-rowed spring x six-rowed winter (T. Prentice x V. Gold, Kjaer and
Jensen 1996). In other cases, parental lines have been more similar in terms of
habit, end use, spike type and in some cases even they have been closely related
(Harrington x TR306, Tinker et al. 1996; Mather et al. 1997).
Among the most frequently studied agronomic traits in barley are grain
yield, heading date, plant height, test weight and thousand kernel weight. For grain
yield the most consistent QTL5 in two-rowed x six-rowed crosses map to7
chromosome 2 (2H) around the vrsl locus (Powell et al. 1990; Kjaer and Jensen
1996; Jui et al. 1997), while in spring x winter crosses, yield QTLs map to the long
arm of chromosome 7 (1H), where there are also winter survival QTLs (Pan et al.
1994; Kjaer and Jensen 1996). In those cases, the yield QTLs may be attributable to
the morphological and physiological traits for which the two parents contrast. In
other types of crosses, where the parental types are monomorphic for the
inflorescence type and growth habit, QTL5 for agronomic traits have been detected
in all seven chromosomes (Hayes et al. 1997; Tinker et al. 1996). The basis of these
QTLs e.g. in terms of yield components and physiological traits is an under-
explored area, due in part to the resources that would be required for measuring
these phenotypes in mapping populations.
Malting quality QTLs map to all seven barley chromosomes, but especially
important are the centromeric regions of chromosome 1 (5H), 2 (2H), 4(4H), 6
(6H) and 7 (5H), and regions on the long arm of chromosomes 5 (1H) and 7 (5H).
In these regions malt extract, diastatic power, malt beta glucan, grain protein and
alpha amylase QTL have been detected (Hayes et al. 1997; Mather et al. 1997; Han
et al. 1996). Some of the cloned genes that encode key enzymes in malting quality
pathways (von Wettstein-Knowles 1992) coincide with regions where there are
clusters of malting quality QTL5 (Hayes etal.1996). Examples of these
coincidences include the Amy2 and Bmy2 genes, which map to the centromeric
regions of chromosomes 1 (7H) and 2 (2H) respectively, and the Gibi gene, which
maps to the long arm of chromosome 5 (1H) (Hayes et al. 1996). Although theseE]
coincidences could suggest that the cloned genes are the responsible for those
QTLs, in some cases evidence suggests that they are not the only determinants of
trait expression (Han et al. 1997).
In general there is relatively little coincidence among QTLs for the same
trait detected in different mapping populations, moreover, relationships among
genes that determine morphological traits and growth habit characteristics with
other economically important traits is not always clear (Tinker et al. 1996). The
significant association of loci determining morphological traits, either due to
linkage or pleiotropy, with characters such as disease resistance, agronomic
performance and grain quality, has been reported abundantly in the barley literature
(Allard 1988; Powell et al.1990; Kjaer and Jensen 1996; Zhu et al. 1999a). In order
to determine more specifically the nature of these associations, experiments using
alternative populations are needed and breeders should be aware of the implications
of these associations (Zhu et al. 1999a).
The wide type crosses used mostly for QTL studies (for example feed x
malt; two-rowed x six-rowed; etc.) can increase the chances of detecting QTLs, but
this information may not always be immediately agronomically meaningful. If the
objective of the study is to use the results in marker assisted selection and a!!
favorable QTL alleles come from the same parent, the favorable alleles are already
fixed and hence the results are useless (Liu 1997). On the other hand, such studies
are useful for cataloging the loci that are determinants of key phenotypes. Once theloci are identified, germplasm can be more efficiently surveyed for allelic variation
at these loci.
OTL validation
As pointed out earlier, a large number of QTL studies have been done in
barley and they have focused mostly on determining QTL location and estimating
QTL effects (http://www.css.orst.edu/bar1ey/nabgmp/gt1sum.htm). A large number of QTLs
have been described and, in some cases, there are intriguing relationships between
QTL5 detected in different mapping populations (Hayes et al. 1997). However the
validation of these findings, and their application to barley breeding, has been done
in only two crosses and for a few traits (Spaner et al. 1999). There is, naturally, a
concern about the validity of QTL studies and their utility in plant breeding.
QTL analysis results, in order to be useful, need to estimate QTL positions
with markers showing minimum recombination with the QTL, estimate QTL
effects without bias due to sampling, and they need to explain a sufficient
proportion of the genotypic variance (Utz et al. 2000). Small population sizes, as
well as the set of environments for testing, can bias the results of QTL analysis,
causing inflated estimates of QTL effects and making the information unsuitable
for marker assisted selection (Melchinger et al.1998; Utz Ct al. 2000). In order to
give unbiased estimates, cross validation and validation with independent samples
have been proposed (Lande and Thompson 1990; Utz et al. 2000). Most of the
software available for QTL analysis so far does not provide a method for cross10
validation. Furthermore, the method of validation with independent samples has not
been common practice due to the high cost of QTL studies (Utz et al 2000). These
authors used cross validation with data from QTL studies in corn and barley and
they concluded that this method is convenient for obtaining asymptotically
unbiased estimates of the genotypic variance explained by QTL.
Few studies have been done to verify QTL analysis results. In the case of
agronomic traits, a QTL on the long arm of chromosome 7 (1 H) which is associated
with grain yield, plant height and lodging severity in the Harrington x TR306
population was validated on a new set of lines from the same cross in which it was
originally detected. However, the effect of individual QTL5 may be small and may
vary among environments (Spaner et al. 1999). In the same way, a chromosome 3
(3H) yield QTL with large effects in the Steptoe x Morex doubled haploid
population was independently verified in a Steptoe x Morex backcross population
evaluated in a new set of environments (Larson et al. 1997). In the validation of
yield QTLs detected originally in the Steptoe x Morex population, Zhu et al.
(1999b) found that significance and magnitude of QTL effects and favorable QTL
allele phase varied across environments. These researchers also detected digenic
epistatic effects between some QTL loci, and QTL epistasis remains largely
unexplored.
Fewer examples of malting quality QTL verification have been reported.
Markers flanking two major QTL regions for malt extract percentage, alpha
amylase activity, diastatic power and malt beta glucan content on chromosome 111
(7H) and 4 (4H) were used in marker assisted selection and results were compared
with phenotypic selection. Genotypic selection was more effective than phenotypic
selection only for the region on chromosome 1 (711) (Han Ct al. 1997).
As is shown by these examples, the results of descriptive QTL studies can
be a starting point for marker assisted selection and, as proved in rice and tomato
(Yano et al. 2000; Zamir et al. 2000) a basis for cloning of genes determining
quantitative traits.
Studies to date have generated information about the location, effects and
interaction with the environment of QTL5 associated with agronomic and malting
quality traits in a range of mapping populations. Little information, however, has
been obtained from crosses where both parents had the same growth habit and good
malting quality profiles but differed in inflorescence type. In this sense the
Harrington x Morex population represents an opportunity to study QTLs associated
with agronomic and malting quality traits in a cross where both parents could
contribute favorable alleles for malting quality traits and each parent representsa
different germplasm group (i.e., two-rowed vs. six-rowed). Therefore, analysis ofa
two-rowed x six-rowed cross could provide additional information regarding the
distribution of favorable alleles in elite germplasm representing distinct germplasm
groups. This information will build on existing information and will be useful for
validating QTLs, identifying and cloning of the determinants of QTLs, and for
marker assisted selection in barley breeding programs.12
Chapter 2
QTL Analysis of Agronomic Traits in Barley Based on the Doubled Haploid
Progeny of Two Elite North American Varieties Representing Different
Germplasm Groups
L. A. Marquez-Cedillo, P. M. Hayes, A. Kleirihofs, W. G. Legge, B. G.
Rossnagel, K. Sato, S. E. Ulirich, D. M. Wesenberg, and The North American
Barley Genome Mapping Project13
Abstract
A better understanding of the genetics of complex traits, such as yield, may
be achieved by using molecular tools. This study was conducted to estimate the
number, genome location, effect and allele phase of QTLs determining agronomic
traits in the two North American malting barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) quality
standards varieties. Using a doubled haploid population of 140 lines from the cross
of two-rowed Harrington x six-rowed Morex, agronomic phenotypic data sets from
nine environments, and a 107-marker linkage map, QTL analyses were performed
using simple interval mapping and simplified composite interval mapping
procedures. Thirty five QTLs were associated, either across environments or in
individual environments, with five grain and agronomic traits (yield, kernel
plumpness, test weight, heading date and plant height).Significant QTL x
environment interaction was detected for all traits. These interactions resulted from
both changes in magnitude of response and changes in the sign of the allelic effect.
QTLs for multiple traits were coincident with each other. The vrsl locus on
chromosome 2 (211), which determines inflorescence row type, was coincident with
the largest-effect QTL determining four traits (yield, kernel plumpness, test weight,
and plant height). QTL analyses were also conducted separately for each sub-
population (six-rowed and two-rowed). Seven new QTLs were detected in the sub-
populations. Positive transgressive segregants were found for all traits, but they
were more prevalent in the six-rowed sub-population. QTL analysis should be14
useful for identifying candidate genes and introgressing favorable alleles between
germplasm groups.
Introduction
In many crop species there is limited genetic variation for economically
important traits. This is due to domestication bottlenecks and intensive post-
domestication selection (Ladizinsky 1985). In order to maintain rates of gain from
selection for agronomic performance traits, to meet challenges posed by new biotic
stresses and to increase productivity in the face of abiotic stresses, it may be
necessary to introgress new alleles from distinct germplasm groups within the
cultivated germplasm pool, from exotic germplasm, or from crop relatives
(Tanksley et al. 1989). Examples of distinct germplasm groups within cultivated
germplasm pools include the flint and dent germplasm pools in maize (Mangelsdorf
1974) and the two-rowed and six-rowed germplasm pools in barley (Powell et
al.1990; Takahashi et al. 1975).
In barley each rachis node has three spikelets, each of them bearing one
floret. The two-rowed and six-rowed germplasm groups are defined by the number
of fertile florets per rachis node. In two-rowed barley, there is one fertile floret per
rachis node whereas in six-rowed barley all three florets are fertile (Hitchcock
1971). Lateral floret fertility is determined by alleles at the vrsl andmt-cloci on
chromosomes 2 (2H) and 4 (4H), respectively (Franckowiak and Lundqvist 1997;
Komatsuda et al. 1999). There are epistatic interactions among alleles at these loci15
such that theVrsl Vrslint-cint-cgenotype has a two-rowed inflorescence
phenotype, thevrslvrsl Int-clnt-chas a six-rowed phenotype and the heterozygotes
exhibit a range of intermediate phenotypes (Lundqvist and Franckowiak 1997;
Franckowiak and Lundqvist1997; Nilan1964). Most barleyvarietiesof
commercial importance are inbred lines and are thus six-rowed or two-rowed. This
simple genetic system defines the two principal germplasm groups of barley, and
these germplasm groups have historically defined end use. Two-rowed barleys are
favored for malting throughout most of the world except for the USA and Mexico,
where six-rowed barleys are used extensively for this purpose (Riggs and Kirby
1978).
Malting quality is a complex multi-component trait (Thomas et al. 1996).
Stringent quality specifications have led to a very narrow genetic base within the
two-rowed and six-rowed malting germplasm pools and a higher degree of genetic
distance between the germplasm pools. There has recently been a focus on breeding
for defined feed and human food quality specifications in barley (Harten 1998;
Blake and Bowman 1999) but historically the primary objective of feed barley
improvement was grain yield, and to some extent kernel quality, as measured by
test weight and kernel size. As a consequence, genetic diversity studies have
revealed lessvariabilityin malting barley germplasm than in feed barley
germplasm (Saghai-Maroof et al. 1994; Hayes et al. 1997).
Two-rowed varieties usually have a higher number of tillers per plant and
larger, heavier seed than six-rowed varieties. Six-rowed varieties on the other hand,11
usually have more seeds per inflorescence. Thus, the compensatory effects of yield
components lead to similar levels of yield potential. However, historical patterns of
geographic distribution and end-use of the two-rowed and six-rowed germplasm
groups have led to the idea that the two germplasm groups carry different alleles at
other loci in addition to those determining lateral floret fertility (Takahashi et al.
1975). Accordingly, crosses between the two germplasm groups could be expected
toproducepositivetransgressivesegregantsforeconomicallyimportant
phenotypes. The experience of plant breeders, however, has generally been that
two-rowed x six-rowed crosses are not suitable for variety development (Kjaer and
Jensen 1996). Allard (1988) concluded "Evidently the two-row/six-row locus
affects developmental processes in ways that leave few quantitative characters
untouched" and "this locus had large effects on survival and adaptedness". Large
pleiotropic effects on multiple phenotypes are attributed to alleles at the vrsl locus
based on studies of the progeny of two-rowed x six-rowed crosses (Kjaer and
Jensen 1996; Jui et al. 1997). However, it is possible that the correlated phenotypes
are due to linkage rather than pleiotropy. It is difficult to distinguish between these
phenomena in the case of the vrsl locus, which is located, on linkage maps, near
the centromere (Robertson et al. 1965). On the physical map of Kuenzel et al.
(2000), however, the vrsl locus islocated in the border of an increased
recombination region on the long (minus) arm. Powell etal.(1990), in a
comparative analysis of two types of cross progeny from a six-rowed x two-rowed17
cross, concluded that some associations between quantitative phenotypes and the
vrsl locus were due to linkage rather than pleiotropy.
Molecular markers have facilitated the dissection of quantitative traits via
quantitativetraitlocus (QTL) analysis procedures. QTLs for a range of
economically important phenotypes are reported throughout the genome (Powell et
al. 1990; Hayes et al. 1993; Tinker et al. 1996; Mather et al. 1997) including the
region of chromosome 2 (2H) where vrsl is located (Zhu et al. 1 999a). QTL studies
based on progeny of two-rowed x six-rowed crossesconsistentlyreport
determinants of agronomic and malting quality traits in regions coincident with the
vrsl andmt-cloci (Powell et al. 1990; Jui et al 1997; Kjaer and Jensen 1996).
The North American Barley Genome Mapping Project (NABGMP) has
supported QTL analysis of malting and agronomic traits in three reference
populations of doubled haploid lines derived from the following crosses: Steptoe x
Morex (Hayes et al. 1993); Harrington x TR306 (Tinker et al. 1996; Mather et al.
1997); and Harrington x Morex (Hayes et al. 1997). Steptoe and Morex are six-
rowed varieties. Harrington and TR306 are two-rowed varieties. Harrington and
Morex, respectively, are the two-rowed and six-rowed malting quality standards for
North America. Steptoe and TR306 do not have acceptable malting quality profiles,
but they have desirable agronomic attributes. In the progeny of Steptoe x Morex
and Harrington x TR306, agronomic and malting quality QTL mapped to all
chromosomes (Hayes et al. 1993; Tinker et al.1996; Mather et al. 1997).1E1
The objectives of this investigation were to estimate the number, genome
location, effect and allele phase of QTLs for grain and agronomic traits in the
Harrington x Morex population and to use this information to determine (i)
relationships of the loci determining inflorescence type with agronomic traits, and
(ii) the consistency of QTL significance and allele phase among three mapping
populations, Steptoe x Morex, Harrington x TR306 and Harrington x Morex.
Materials and Methods
One hundred forty doubled haploid (DH) lines were produced from the Fl
of Harrington x Morex by theH. Bulbosummethod (Chen and Hayes 1989). One
hundred six markers were used for construction of a base map, with a target density
of 10 cM (Hayes et al. 1997). Themt-clocus was added to this map using Gmendel
software package. To map this locus, DH two-rowed lines were scoredas
homozygous recessive (Harrington alleles) when laterals where small and hadno
anthers or awns. DH two-rowed lines were scored as homozygous dominant
(Morex alleles) when laterals where inflated and had anthers but no awns. DII six-
rowed lines were scored as homozygous dominant (Morex alleles) when laterals
were large, sessile, and had anthers and long awns. DH six-rowed lines were scored
as homozygous recessive (Harrington alleles) when laterals were large, pedicelled,
and had anthers and long awns. The 107-point map was used for QTL analysis of
agronomic traits.19
The DH lines and parents were grown in nine environments; four locations
in 1995 [Pullman, Washington (WA95), and Kiamath Falls, Oregon (0R95), USA;
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (SK95), and Brandon, Manitoba (MB95), Canada] and
five locations in 1996 [Pullman, Washington (WA96); Pendleton, Oregon (0R96);
and Aberdeen, Idaho (1D96), USA; Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (SK96), and
Brandon, Manitoba (MB96), Canada]. Plot size, seeding rate, and management
were in accordance with local practice. Plots at Klamath Falls and Aberdeen, USA
were irrigated. Plots at other locations received no supplemental irrigation. Two
replications were used in 1996 at Aberdeen, ID, Pendleton, OR and Pullman, WA.
A single replication was used at the other sites.
Four agronomic traits - yield, kernel plumpness, test weight, and plant
height - were scored in the nine environments. Heading date was measured at all
sites except Pendleton, Oregon, USA. Yield was measured as the weight of grain
harvested per plot and converted to kg ha'. The percentage of plump kernels was
determined by weighting grain remaining on a 0.23 x 1.91 cm slotted sieve after 30
cycles of shaking a 100 g sample on aSeedburo Strandsizer/shaker. Test weight
was measured as the weight of grain contained in a one quart cylinder, and
converted to kg hF1. Heading date was measured as the number of days from
planting until emergence of 50% of the inflorescences in each plot. Plant height
was measured, in cm, from the soil surface to the tip of the inflorescence (excluding
awns).20
QTL analyses were performed using 5,000 permutations for the simple
interval mapping (SIM) and simplified composite interval mapping (sCIM)
procedures of MQTL (Tinker and Mather 1995). Individual and joint additive
effects of QTLs were used to estimate the percentage of phenotypic variation(R2)
accounted for by significant QTLs. In this report we focus on primary QTLs(sensu
Mather et al. 1997). These are QTL5 where there were coincident peaks with both
SIM and sCIM analysis, and the SIM peaks exceeded the significance threshold (p
<0.05). When significant (p < 0.05) QTLs were coincident with the vrsl locus,
separate QTL analyses were performed for both, the two-rowed (Vrsl Vrsl; n = 72)
and six-rowed (vrslvrsl; n68) sub-populations, and themt-c mt-c(n=68) and
mt-c mt-c(n=72) sub-populations. Estimates of heritability for agronomic traits
among the DH lines were calculated ash2=2g/(cT2g+cr2ge/e+cY2e/re), where r=
number of replications; e = number of environments;a2gis the additive genetic
variance among DH lines;a2ge =genetic x environment interaction variance; and
cT2e= non-genetic variance. Since the number of replicates was not equal at all
locations, the re coefficients and estimates of 2ganda2gewere obtained,
respectively, from VARCOMP Type I and REML procedures implemented in SAS
(Statistical Analysis System, SAS Institute 1989). Multiple regression procedures
(implemented in SAS) were used to test the significance of two-locus interactions.21
Results and Discussion
Quantitative Traits
There were large differences, in terms of both mean and standard deviation,
for all agronomic traits (Table 2.1). Averaged over environments Harrington was
higher yielding, had a higher percentage of plump kernels, was later to head, and
shorter than Morex (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). Averaged across environments, frequency
distributions were continuous, with the exception of percentage of plump kernels
(Figure 2.1). The phenotypic frequency distributions and mean values for the two-
rowed (Vrs] Vrsl Int-clnt-c and Vrsl Vrsl int-cint-c) and six-rowed (vrslvrsl Int-
clnt-c and vrslvrsl int-cintc) sub-populations of DH lines were significantly
different, and in some cases different from the corresponding parent. The six-rowed
sub-population was significantly (p <0.05) higher yielding, later and shorter than
the two-rowed sub-population (Table 2.2 and Figure 2.1). Kernel plumpness and
test weights of the six-rowed sub-population were significantly lower than those for
the two-rowed sub-population, and were lower than the six-rowed parent. There
were positive and negative transgressive phenotypes for all traits. Estimates of
heritability across environments were high for all traits (Table 2.2). Heritabilities
for individual environments where replications were used were also high. For
example grain yield heritability estimates ranged from 55% (1D96) to 76% (0R96)
and plant height estimates ranged from 61% (WA96) to 86% (0R96).
In summary, the agronomic phenotypic data were consistent with the
hypothesis of complex inheritance for each measured trait, with the exception ofTable 2.1 Means and standard deviations for five agronomic traits in Harrington, Morex and their 140 doubled haploid (DH)
progeny in nine
environmentsa.
Yield Kernel Test Weight Heading date Plant Height
(kgha1) Plumpness (%) (kghr') (Juliandays) (cm)
Parentsb DH Parents DH Parentsb DH Parents" DH Parents" DH
Lines Lines Lines Lines Lines
Environment H M aH M aH M ,a H M paHM pa
13 WA95 47373647428752891848114676563 2172165 167 3 869498
SK95 48224665434266584857614666663 2190187 1892 8097 89 8
MB95 47453079404175987807819646564 3193190 191 264 8380 7
OR 95 482238994235998947276216869672200186 193475 858410
WA96 4424343235545479490801871 71702187182 1852879492 8
SK96 467636743982559796771236466644194190 1932961111089
MB96 637166276020737929384167069672182177 1802699590 8
0R96 6502377640427149490801871 71702 - - - - 75909010
1D96 877567266738941909688106665642187181 1762941111018
aFor consistency with Tinker et al (1996) and Mather et a! (1997) environments are coded as follows: letters identif' the Canadian provinceor US state
and numerals identify the year (1995 or 1996). Heading date was measuredineight environments oniy.
bH= Harrington, M= Morex
N)
N)Table2.2Means, standard deviations and heritabilities for five agronomic traits in Harrington, Morex, their140doubled haploid
(DH) progeny, and the two-rowed and six-rowed sub-populations, averaged over nine environments.
Parents Doubled haploid progeny
Fl MTwo-rowed Six-rowed All lines
Sub-populationSub-population
Trait t Mm. Max. h2(%
Yield(kgha') 5539 43914386 479l** 4582 595 3166 5693 83
Kernel Plumpness (%) 90 85 93 66** 80 18 6 99 98
Test Weight (kghr1) 67 6766 64** 65 3 50 75 97
Heading date (days) 188 182185 183** 184 9 160 200 92
Plant Height (cm) 81 9695 89** 92 12 55 132 95
Estimated as the percentage of phenotypic variance attributable to DH lines using environments as replications.
bSignificance oft-tests comparingthe means of the two-rowed and the six-rowed subpopulations:* *significant atp< 0.01.
H=Harrington, M=Morex.
Table2.3Agronomic traitQTLlocationa, higher value allel&', andpercentageofphenotypic variance explained byQTL(s)
(R2)in the doubled haploid progenyofHarringtonxMorex. Analyses are based on nine environments for yield, kernel
plumpness, test weight, and plant height and eight environments for heading date.
Phenotype Chromosome R2PC
2 (2H) 3 (3H) 4 (411) 7 (511) %
Yield vrsl-MWG5O3M 8
Kernel Plumpness Hvbkasi-vrsl 61
Test weight Hvbkasi-vrsl ABG003a-MWGO58" MWG635dABC302aM 27
Heading date Bl5c-ABC16211 32
Plant Height Hvbkasi-vrsl11 ABG462PSRl56aM int-c-Phy2" MWG635dABC302aM 44
aFlanking markers
b H= Harrington;
M= Morex
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Figure 2.1 Phenotypic frequency distributions for five agronomic traits in the
doubled haploid (DH) progeny of Harrington x Morex divided by inflorescence
row type into two-rowed and six-rowed sub-populations. Distributions are based on
nine environments of data for yield, kernel plumpness, test weight, and plant height
and eight environments for heading date.25
kernel plumpness. In the case of kernel plumpness, there was a continuous
distribution of values within the six-rowed sub-population. In the two-rowed sub-
population, the sieve size used precluded separation of the positive transgressive
segregants falling into the 100% class. The significant differences between the two-
rowed and six-rowed sub-populations for all agronomic traits indicated that loci
determining inflorescence type (vrsl and themt-c)and/or linked loci affected
multiple characters. The distribution of values within each sub-population suggests
that loci in addition to vrsl andmt-c(and/or linked loci) are also involved.
QTL Analysis
In the analysis of traits across environments, a total of ten significant QTLs
were detected (Table 2.3 and Figure 2.2). The number of QTLs detected for each
trait ranged from one to four. The ten QTLs were significant (p < 0.05) with the
SIM analysis and coincident peaks were detected with the sCIM analysis. In
addition, there were QTLs that approached, but did not reach, the SIM significance
threshold. Higher sCIM peaks were coincident with SIM peaks, but as indicated by
Tinker and Mather (1995), sCIM significance thresholds cannot be established with
multiple environment data sets. Single QTLs were detected for yield, kernel
plumpness, and heading date. All were on chromosome 2 (2H). The yield, kernel
plumpness, test weight, and plant height QTLs were flanked, at one side, by the
vrsl locus. The heading date QTL was 19 cM from the yield QTL and 2.3 cM from
the kernel plumpness, test weight, and plant height QTL (Figure 2.3). In addition to120
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Figure 2.2 Scans of test statistics (Y-axis) for simple interval mapping (SIM, solid
wider lines), simple composite interval mapping (sCIM, broken lines) and QTL x
environment interaction (solid, thinner lines) for the full population of Harrington x
Morex DH lines. Scans are shown for five agronomic traitsas indicated.
Chromosomes (C) l(7H), 2(2H), 3(3H), 4(4H), 5(1H), 6(6H), and 7(5H) are shown
left to right on the X-axis. Horizontal lines indicate thresholds for testing SIM,
estimated from 5000 permutations. The parent giving the higher value allele is
shown for each QTL peak (H = Harrington; M = Morex).27
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Figure 2.3 Summary of agronomic QTL regions detected in three mapping
populations: Harrington x Morex (h/rn); Steptoe x Morex (s/rn) and Harrington x
TR306 (hit), based on Hayes et al. (1997) but modified for chromosome 4 (4H) to
include the mt-c locus. YD= Yield; TW = Test weight; KP = Kernel plumpness;
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the QTL on chromosome 2 (2H), two other QTLs for test weight were detected,
one on chromosome 4 (4H) arid one on chromosome 7 (5H). The chromosome 4
(411) test weight QTL was 43 cM from themt-clocus. Four QTLs were detected
for plant height, one each on chromosomes 2 (2H), 3 (3H), 4 (4H), and 7 (511)
(Table 2.3).
The percentage of variance explained by the significant QTL5 (R2) was
lowest for grain yield (8%) and greatest for kernel plumpness (61%). Considering
the high heritability (h2) estimates (Table 2.2), a substantial portion of the
genotypic variance for grain yield remains unexplained. This could be due to bias
attributable to small population size (Melchinger et al. 1998; Utz et al. 2000) and/or
effects of undetected QTLs, and/or QTL interaction. When the grain yield QTL on
chromosome 1 (7H), and chromosome 3 (311) that approached the SIM significance
threshold were included in the calculation of R2, the value reached 15%. TheR2
values for test weight, heading date, plant height, and kernel plumpness ranged
from 27% - 61% (Table 2.3). The coincident QTLs, flanked by the vrsl locus, for
all traits except for heading date, support the role of the vrsl locus, or of tightly
linked loci, in multiple traits. Nevertheless, the presence of additional significant
QTLs, and of the genetic variance that remains unexplained, suggests that other
genes are also determinants of these traits. The chromosome 2 (211) heading date
QTL - 26.6 cM from the vrsl locus - is more likely a candidate for linkage vs.
pleiotropy with vrsl. Allele phases at the chromosome 2 (2H) QTLs are consistent
with the parental phenotypes. Morex contributed the favorable allele for grain yield30
and six-rowed genotypes have higher capacity to produce grains per spike
compared with two-rowed types. Likewise, Harrington contributed the favorable
alleles for kernel plumpness and test weight, and two-rowed genotypes typically
have higher values for these traits than six-rowed genotypes, due to more uniform
kernel size and weight. Harrington was, on average, 6 days later than Morex, and it
contributed the higher value allele for heading date. The exception to this pattern
was plant height where Harrington - the shorter parent - contributed the higher
value alleles at two out of four plant height QTLs.
Pairs of significant QTLs for each trait were tested for significant (p-value <
0.05) two locus interaction. Only the interaction between vsrl andmt-cloci for
plant height was significant (p-value < 0.01). The model that included this
interaction, plus the four significant main effect QTLs, explained 62% of the
phenotypic variance.
Even with a large set of environments, a large population, and a trait of high
heritability, there may still be bias in QTL estimation (Utz et al., 2000). We
sampled a broad and representative set of environments. Heritability estimates were
high but our population size was small, according to the criteria of Utz et al.
(2000). Recognizing this limitation, we present individual environment data in
Table 2.4 to make several points. First, limited testing can lead to a failure to detect
"large effect" QTL. For example, the yield QTL coincident with the vrsl locus was
only significant in four out of nine environments. Second, measurement of related,
or component, phenotypes is needed . For example, although the chromosome 2Table 2.4 QTL locationa, higher value allele", and percentage of phenotypic variance (R2') explained by QTL(s) in the doubled
haploid progeny of Harrington x Morex for five agronomic traits in individual environments1.
Phenotype Chromosome RZPC
Environment 2 (2H) 3 (3H) 4 (4H) 5 (1H) 6 (6H) 7 (5H) %
Yield
SK95 vrslM 32
MB 95 cMWG7O6M 11
OR 95 ABG003aM 10
WA96 vrslM MWG635dH 28
SK96 PSR156aH CMWG7O6M ABC159cM 41
MB 96 cMWG7O6M 12
0R96 vrslM PSR156a11 18
1D96 vrslM 15
Kernel Plumpness
WA95 vrsll 59
SK95 vrsl11 32
rvlB95 vrsl11 68
0R95 vrsll 63
WA96 vrsl11 78
SK 96 vrsl mt-c H 70
MB96 vrsl11 IcalM 61
0R96 vrslll 68
1D96 vrslH 61
Test Weight
WA 95 vrsl H cMWG7O611 31
SK95 vrslH MWG851bM 24
MB95 vrslH tnt-c"
0R95 vrsl" cMWG7O6" KgE33m5l.85" 36
WA96 vrsl" ABG003a" 20
SK 96 vrsl" mSrh H 46
MB 96 vrslH ABG003a" KgE33m5l.85" 31
OR 96 ABG003a" KgE33m5 1.85" 21
1D96 vrsl11 12Table 2.4 Continued
Phenotype Chromosome RZC
Environment 1 (7H) 2 (2H) 3 (3H) 4 (4H) 5 (1H) 7 (5H) %
Heading date
WA95 B15c' ABG452M 56
SK95 B15cH 0471M 52
MB95 B15cH 32
0R95 B15cH MWG635d11 55
WA96 B15cH ABC159c11 19
SK 96 B15c" ABG471M ABG452M 45
MB96 dRcs5 B15c11 36
ID 96 BI5cH ABG452M 51
Plant Height
WA95 vrslH ABG471M 47
PSR156aM
SK 95 MWG2O31M PSR156aM mt-c11 MWG635dM 44
MB 95 vrslH mt-c11 MWG635dM 30
0R95 B15c11 PSR156aM 35
vrsl H
WA 96 vrsl11 PSR156aM ABG003a11 28
SK 96 vrslH PSR156aM C11 47
ABG003a"
0472H
MB 96 B15cH mt-c11 MWG635dM 33
vrsl H
OR 96 vrsl11 ABG47 1 M mt-c11 ABG003bM 53
PSR156aM ABG003a'
MWG655c11
ID 96 vrsl H mt-c
H A8G452M MWG635dM 39
ABG003a'
aclosest marker
bH= Harrington;M Morex
Multilocus percentage of variance explained by QTLs
d
Environments no shown is because not corresponding QTLs were detected ()33
(2H) yield QTL was significant in only a subset of environments, the QTLs for
kernel plumpness and test weight (which are traits very related with yield) were
significant in all and eight out of nine environments, respectively. Finally, QTLs
may be significant in only a subset of the total number of test environments, but
these QTLs coincide with QTL for the same trait detected in related populations.
For example, the chromosome 3 (3H) yield QTL was significant in only two of
nine environments, but it coincides with the largest-effect QTL detected in the
Steptoe x Morex population (Table 2.4 and Figure 2.3). In the individual
environment analyses, we found 25 additional QTLs that were undetected in the
combined analysis. In general,R2values were higher in the individual analyses
than in the joint analysis (Table 2.4). In the combined analysis (Table 2.3), only
two QTL regions had QTLs coincident for two or more traits - on chromosome
2(2H) and 7 (5H) - but in the individual environment analysis (Table 2.4) there
were additional QTL regions associated with multiple traits. For example, the yield
QTLs on chromosomes 4 (4H) and 5 (1H) were also coincident with test weight
QTLs. Morex contributed the favorableallelefor yield, while Harrington
contributed the favorable allele for test weight. The heading date QTL on
chromosome 2 (2H) was also coincident, in two environments, with a plant height
QTL. In this case Harrington contributed the larger value alleles for both traits. The
heading date QTLs on chromosomes 3 (3H) and 7 (5H) have common flanking
markers with a plant height QTL.34
QTL X E Interaction
QTL x E interaction was significant for all traits, and QTL x E peaks
generally coincided with QTL main effect peaks, except for a grain yield QTL on
chromosome 5 (1H) (Figure 2.2). At this QTL, Morex contributed the larger value
allele in six environments while Harrington contributed the larger value allele in
the other three environments (WA95, SK95, and 0R95). In this case, there was no
significant main effect QTL in the joint analysis of all environments. For the
chromosome 2 (2H) yield QTL linked to the vrsl locus, Morex contributed the
higher value allele in eight environments and Harrington the larger value allele in
one environment (WA95). In this case, there was a significant main effect QTL in
the joint analysis of all environments. QTL x E due to changes in magnitude of
QTL effect characterized most of the interactions in this experiment. With this type
of interaction, it is necessary to decide if a QTL has sufficient effect on the
phenotype to warrant selection. In cases where the favorable allele phase changes,
breeding objectives will be different for environments in which alternative alleles
have favorable effects. Zhu et al. (1999b) reported favorable allele phase changes at
yield QTLs within a geographically homogeneous sample of environments. This
type of interaction will complicate breeding schemes built on QTL information.
Two-row/Six-row Sub-population Analyses
In order to explore the effects of the two loci that determine inflorescence
morphology on the quantitative traits studied, QTL analyses were performed in the35
sub-populations sorted by the allelic combinations at these two loci. In the first case
QTL analyses were performed on the full population (140 DH lines) sorted by vrsl
(72 Vrs] Vrsl and 68 vrslvrsl lines respectively) for traits where the vrsl locus had
a significant effect (yield, kernel plumpness, test weight, and height) (Tables 2.5
and 2.6, Figure 2.4). No new yield QTLs were detected in either of the sub-
populations (Tables 2.5 and 2.6). In the two-rowed sub-population, three new
kernel plumpness QTLs were detected, one on chromosome 1 (7H) and two on
chromosome 7 (5H) (Table 2.5 and Figure 2.4). One of the QTLs on chromosome 7
(5H) was coincident with a kernel plumpness QTL in the six-rowed sub-population.
In the six-rowed sub-population, two additional kernel plumpness QTLs were
detected on chromosome 5 (1H) (Table 2.6 and Figure 2.4). Two test weight QTLs
were detected in the two-rowed sub-population on chromosome 6 (611). One of
these QTLs was coincident with a test weight QTL detected in the full population
in three environments (Table 2.3). Two test weight QTLs were detected in the six-
rowed sub-population. One of them was flanked by themt-clocus, and the other
mapped to the short arm of chromosome 7 (SH), where a coincident test weight
QTL was detected in the full population. Only one plant height QTL was detected
in the two-rowed sub-population and it was coincident with a plant height QTL in
the full population on chromosome 3 (3H). No plant height QTLs were detected in
the six-rowed sub-population.
Although the only significant QTL coincident withmt-cwas for plant
height, in order to further explore the effects of this locus (and linked loci) onTable 2.5 QTL locationa, higher value allele", and percentage of phenotypic variance (R2c) explained by QTL(s) in the two-
rowed doubled haploid progeny of Harrington x Morex, across eight environments for heading date and nine environments for
kernel plumpness, test weight, and height. No yield QTLs were detected in this sub-population.
Phenotype Chromosome Rz
1 (7H) 3 (3H) 6 (6H) 7 (5H) %
Kernel plumpness ABC465-MWG2O31TM MSrh-ABC7 17TM 12
ABG003b-ABC 1 59bM
Test weight KgE33M61 .399-KgE33m5 1.8511 18
KgE39M48M002KgE39m48.258H
Height ABG462-PSR156a11 30
aFlanking markers
b 11=Harrington; M = Morex
bMultilocus percentage of variance explained by QTLs
Table 2.6 QTL locationa, higher value allele", and percentage of phenotypic variance (R2') explained by QTL(s) in the six-
rowed doubled haploid progeny of Harrington x Morex, across nine environments for kernel plumpness and test weight. Neither
yield nor plant height QTL5 were detected in this sub-population.
Phenotype Chromosome R2p
4 (4H) 5 (1H) 7 (5H) %
Kernel plumpness ABC8O1-CD099" ABG003b-ABC159bM 35
MWG943-KGE33M5 1 88M
Test weight int-c-Phy2" MWG635dABC302aM 25
Flanking markers
bH= Harrington;
M= Morex
Multilocus percentage of variance explained by QTLs37
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Figure 2.4 Scans of test statistics for simple interval mapping (SIM) from the two-
rowed population (solid line) and the six-rowed population (broken line) of the
Harrington x Morex DH lines. Scans are shown for three agronomic traits for
which vrsl locus had a significant effect. No yield QTL were detected in either
subpopulation. Chromosomes (C) l(7H), 2(2H), 3(3H), 4(4H), 5(1H), 6(6H), and
7(5H) are shown left to right. Horizontal lines show SIM threshold estimated from
5000 permutations. The parent giving the higher value allele is shown for each
QTL peak (H= Harrington; M= Morex).agronomic traits, we sorted the full population bymt-callele configuration (69Int-
clnt-cand71 int-cint-c).No new QTLs were detected in these sub-populations. For
all traits except plant height, the only significant QTL were on chromosome 2 (2H)
and coincided with the locations of the QTLs detected in the full population. For
plant height, QTLs were detected on chromosomes 2(2H) and 3(3H), and coincided
with those in the full population (data not shown).
Coincidence of QTLs in Harrington x Morex with QTLs in Related
Populations.
One of the objectives of this study was to determine the consistency of QTL
significance in the three NABGMP mapping populations sharing common parents.
QTLs for agronomic traits significant in each of the three mapping populations are
shown on the Harrington x Morex map in Figure 2.3. A total of 31 QTL regions
were detected, considering the three populations and the QTLs detected in the
Harrington x Morex two-rowed and six-rowed sub-populations. Of these, fourteen
regions were significant in at least two populations, considering all agronomic
traits, and nine of these were significant for the same trait. The only QTL
coincident in the three populations was the chromosome 5(1H) yield QTL
bracketed by ABC159c and MWG912. The QTL on chromosome 2 (2H)
coincident with the vrsl locus were unique to the Harrington x Morex population.
These data suggest that these two accessions representing the two-rowed and six-
rowed germplasm groups may carry alternative alleles at agronomic trait loci39
throughout the genome. However, the largest and most consistent QTL effects were
associated with the vrs] locus.
The results presented in this study are consistent with previous reports on
the relationship of inflorescence type and multiple agronomic traits in barley
(Powell et al. 1990; Kjaer and Jensen 1996; Jui et al. 1997). Our QTL analysis of
agronomic traits could not distinguish between linkage and pleiotropy for yield,
kernel plumpness, test weight, and plant height. Phenotypic analyses of vrsl near-
isogenic lines have not been able to distinguish between the effects of linkage and
pleiotropy (Takahashi et al. 1975). Molecular marker analysis of these stocks is
warranted, and could assist in cloning the vrsl andmt-cgenes. This would allow
for complementation tests involving these loci and characterization of linked loci.
Our data suggest that the QTL determining heading date is distal to the vrsl locus
on the long arm of chromosome 2 (2H).
Other QTLs in addition to those associated with the vrsl andmt-cloci were
detected, suggesting that the two-rowed and six-rowed North American malting
quality standards varieties carry different alleles at loci distributed throughout the
genome. Analysis of the two-rowed and six-rowed sub-populations, and of the data
from individual environments revealed additional QTLs, but these estimates may
be biased by sampling and population size.
Previousreportsdescribeddifficultiesinobtainingagronomically
acceptable lines from two-rowed x six-rowed crosses (Takahashi et al.1975;
Powell et al. 1990; Jui et al 1996). Our data indicate that the yield of six-rowedTable 2.7 Agronomic dataa and allele architecture for the five highest and five lowest yielding DH lines in the Harrington x
Morex population.
Line No.Head type Yield Kernel Test HeadingPlant Closest marker and parent contributing the allele for each
(kg ha')PlumpnessWeight Date Height markerb
(%) (kgh11)(days) (cm) vsrlPSRI56aABG0003a CMWG7O6ABC 159cMWG635d
Mc Hc Mc M' Mc Hc
Five DH lineshigh yielding
31 Six-rowed 5693 70 64 186 88 M H M M M H
22 Six-rowed 5413 75 65 182 77 M H M M M H
83 Six-rowed 5386 62 66 183 88 M H H M M M
84 Two-rowed 5379 88 66 186 84 H H H H H H
116 Six-rowed 5353 67 64 183 86 M M M M M H
Five DH lines low yielding
122 Two-rowed 3166 88 67 186 93 H M H H H M
106 Two-rowed 3270 95 65 188 113 H M H M M M
35 Two-rowed 3391 89 66 186 106 H M H H H M
91 Six-rowed 3452 78 67 184 96 M M M H H -
75 Two-rowed 3483 95 65 185 95 H M M M M H
Averaged over nine environments for yield, kernel plumpness, test weight and plant height, and eight environments for heading date
bM = Morex ; H = Harrington
cParent contributing the higher value allele41
genotypes should be improved by the introgression of alleles at QTLs where
Harrington contributed favorable alleles. However due to the consistent advantage
of Morex alleles at the vrsl locus and/or linked regions, it would be difficult to
improve yield of two-rowed genotypes. Four out of the five highest yielding lines
were six-rowed, while four out of the five lowest yielding were two-rowed (Table
2.7). Higher value allele phases for those genotypes generally follow predicted
patterns except for the anomalous two-rowed and six-rowed types in the high
yielding and low yieldinggroups,respectively. The other detenninant of
inflorescence morphology(mt-c)does have an effect on yield but in this case it is
limited and its interaction with the vrsl locus is not significant. Others QTLs in
addition to those associated with determinants of inflorescence morphology had an
effect on yield in this sample of germplasm. One of these is a QTL on chromosome
3 (3H), where Harrington contributed the favorable allele. A yield QTL was
reported at this location by Larson et al. (1997), in the Steptoe x Morex germplasm,
and they attributed the yield QTL to the propensity of Morex to shatter in dry
environments. The positive effects of Harrington alleles at this QTL may explain
the transgressive segregation for yield in six-rowed genotypes in the Harrington x
Morex population.
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QTL Analysis of Malting Quality in Barley Based on the Doubled Haploid
Progeny of two Elite North American Varieties Representing Different
Germplasm Groups
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Rossnagel, K. Sato, S. E. Ulirich, D. M. Wesenberg, and The North American
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Abstract
Characterization of the determinants of economically important phenotypes
showing complex inheritance should lead to more effective use of genetic
resources. This study was conducted to determine the number, genome location,
and effects of QTLs determining malting quality in the two North American barley
quality standards. Using a doubled haploid population of 140 lines from the cross
of Harrington x Morex, maltingquality phenotype datasets from eight
environments, and a 107-marker linkage map, QTL analyses were performed using
simple interval mapping and simplified composite interval mapping procedures.
Thirteen QTLs were associated with five malting quality traits (grain protein
percentage, soluble/total protein ratio, a-amylase activity, diastatic power and malt
extract percentage). QTLs for multiple traits were coincident with each other. The
loci controlling inflorescence type (vrsl on chromosome 2 (2H) andmt-con
chromosome 4 (4H)) were coincident with QTLs affecting all traits except malt
extract percentage. The largest effect QTLs, for grain protein percentage, SIT ratio,
and diastatic power, were coincident with the vrsl locus. QTL analyses were
conducted separately for each sub-population (six-rowed and two-rowed). Three
new QTLs were detected in the sub-populations. There were significant interactions
between the vrsl andmt-cloci for grain protein percentage and SIT protein ratio.
Results suggest that this mating of two different germplasm groups caused a
disruption of the balance of traits. Information on number, position and effects of47
QTLs determining components of malting quality may be useful for maintaining
specific allele configurations that determine target quality profiles.
Quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis tools are useful for dissecting
complex traitsand for identifying favorableallelesindiverse germplasm.
Characterization of the determinants of economically important phenotypes
showing complex inheritance should lead to more effective use of genetic
resources. The malting quality of barley(Hordeum vulgareL.) is an economically
important phenotype that represents the net effects of a number of interacting
component traits.
Malting is a process involving controlled germination of the barley grain.
Pollock (1962), Burger and La Berge (1985), and Bamforth and Barclay (1993)
provide reviews of the malting process.Briefly,cytolitic,amylolytic and
proteolytic enzymes dissolve cell walls, allowing diastatic enzymes to degrade
starch granules. Polymeric carbohydrates and proteins are broken down to
component sugars and amino acids or peptides, providing fermentable sugars and
nitrogenous compounds assubstrates for fermentation (Pollock 1962). Key
enzymes in the pathways culminating in malting quality are a-amylase,-amylase,
3-glucanase, and the endo- and exo-proteinases.
a-amylase activity measures the effects of enzymes which initially attack
starch, forming the substrates upon which other enzymes can work. f3-amylasereduces the ends of glucose chains, breaking glucosidase bonds, and liberating
maltose. The joint action of a-amylase and 3-amylase and any other carbohydrate-
degrading enzymes is termed "diastatic power" (Pollock 1962; Burger and La
Berge 1985). Soluble and hydrolyzed forms of endosperm proteins are essential for
germination. The ratio of soluble protein to total protein (SIT) indicates the degree
of proteolysis and the degree of modification of grain to malt (Burger and La Berge
1985; Hunter 1962). Malt extract percentage is a measure of the sugars and
nitrogenous compounds available for yeast nutrition.
Grain protein level is the initial commercial specification for malting barley
and correlates with many of the other quality traits. Within a narrow acceptable
range of protein (10.5-13.5 %), there are additional specifications for SIT protein
ratio (40-46%), a-amylase activity (35-60 20°DU), diastatic power activity (95-170
°ASBC) and malt extract percentage (78%). Target quality profiles differ
somewhat for the two germplasm groups: two-rowed and six-rowed. These
germplasm groups are discussed in greater detail in a succeeding section.
A number of the genes encoding key enzymes in malting quality pathways
have been cloned (von Wettstein-Knowles 1992; Hayes 1996). However, the
phenotypic distributions for components of malting quality are usually continuous,
leading to the generalization that these traits are quantitatively inherited (Bell and
Lupton 1962). The components of malting quality have, accordingly, been the
subject of QTL analysis (Hayes et al. 1993; Mather et al. 1997). In some cases the
map positions of structural genes coincide with QTLs, as in the case of -amylase 149
and diastatic power (Hayes et al. 1997). In most cases, however, QTLs do not
coincide with known genes (Hayes et al. 1997; Mather et al. 1997). These QTLs
may represent the effects of regulatory genes. Efforts are underway to determine
the genetic basis of these QTLs (Han et al. 1997).
The North American Barley Genome Mapping Project (NABGMP) has
focused on QTL analysis of malting and agronomic traits in three populations of
doubled haploid lines derived from the following crosses: Steptoe x Morex (Hayes
et al. 1993); Harrington x TR306 (Tinker et al. 1996; Mather et al. 1997) and
Harrington x Morex (Hayes etal.1997). Steptoe and Morex are six-rowed
varieties. Harrington and TR306 are two-rowed varieties. The number of kernel
rows refers to the number of fertile spikelets per rachis node. hi two-rowed barleys
only the central spikelet of a triplet is fertile, while in six-rowed barleys all three
spikelets are fertile. Two locithe vrsl locus located in the centromeric region of
chromosome 2 (2H), and themt-con the short arm of chromosome 4 (4H) - control
this trait (Franckowiak and Lundqvist 1997; Lundqvist and Franckowiak 1997;
Nilan 1964). Although the number of kernel rows (hereafter referred to as
inflorescence type) is simply inherited, two-rowed and six-rowed barleys are
distinct germplasm groups (Bell and Lupton 1962; Kjaer and Jensen 1996; Jui et al.
1997). Harrington and Morex, respectively, are the two-rowed and six-rowed
malting quality standards for North America. Steptoe and TR306 do not have
acceptable malting quality profiles and are therefore classified as "feed" barleys. In
the progeny of Steptoe (feed) x Morex (malt), malting quality QTLs mapped to all50
seven chromosomes (Hayes et al. 1993). In the progeny of Harrington (malt) x
TR306 (feed),maltingquality QTLs mapped toallchromosomes except
chromosome 2 (Mather et al. 1997). No QTL analysis of malting quality in two-
rowed by six-rowed populations has been reported.
The objective of this investigation was to determine the number, location
and effects of malting quality QTL5 in the North American two-rowed and six-
rowed standards. We reasoned that if these genotypes had contrasting alleles at
malting quality QTL, this information could be useful for developing new
genotypes with superior malting quality profiles.
Materials and Methods
One hundred forty doubled haploid (DH) lines were produced from the Fl
of Harrington x Morex by theH. bulbosummethod, as described by Chen and
Hayes (1989). One hundred six markers were used for construction of a base map,
with a target density of 10 cM (Hayes et al. 1997). This map was used for mapping
malting quality QTLs. We added themt-clocus to this map using the Gmendel
software package. To map this locus, DH two-rowed lines were scored as
homozygous recessive (Harrington alleles) when laterals where small and had no
anthers or awns. DH two-rowed lines were scored as homozygous dominant
(Morex alleles) when laterals where inflated and had anthers but no awns. DH six-
rowed lines were scored as homozygous dominant (Morex alleles) when laterals
were large, sessile, and had anthers and long awns. DH six-rowed lines were scored51
as homozygous recessive (Harrington alleles) when laterals were large, pedicelled,
and had anthers and long awns.
The DH lines and parents were grown in eight environments; three locations
in 1995 (Pullman, Washington, USA; Saskatoon, Saskatchewan; and Brandon,
Manitoba, Canada) and five locations in 1996 (Pullman, Washington; Pendleton,
Oregon; and Aberdeen, Idaho USA; Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, and Brandon,
Manitoba, Canada) without replication.Plot size and management were in
accordance with local practice.
A 170 g sample grain from each DH line and each of the two parents from
each location was malted and used to measure malting quality (grain protein (%),
SIT protein ratio (%), ct-amylase activity (200 DU), diastatic power
(0ASBC), and
malt extract (%)) according to the standard procedures of the USDA/ARS Cereal
Crops Research Unit, Madison, Wisconsin. Protocols are available upon request
(bljones@facstaff.wisc.edu). The American Society of Brewing Chemists and the
European Brewery Convention (EBC) units are equivalent for grain protein
percentage, malt extract percentage and a-amylase activity. The SIT protein ratio is
equivalent to the Kolbach index. Diastatic power in Dextrinizing units is converted
to Windish-Kolbach units as follows: (Dextrinizing units - 4)10.3 (Oziel et al.
1996).
QTL analyses were performed using 5,000 permutations for the simple
interval mapping (SIM) and simplified composite interval mapping (sCuM)
procedures of MQTL (Tinker and Mather 1995). Individual and joint additive52
effects of QTLs were used to estimate the percentage of phenotypic variation in
malting quality traits (R2) accounted by significant QTL. In this report we focus
on primary QTLs(sensuMather et al. 1997). These are QTLs where there were
coincident SIM and sCIM peaks, and the SIM peaks exceeded the significance
threshold. For those traits where significant (p< 0.05) QTLs were detected that
were coincident with the vrsl locus, separate QTL analyses were performed at the
whole genome for the two-rowed (72 lines) and six-rowed (68 lines) sub-
populations.
Approximate estimates of heritability were calculated as:h2=2gI(o2g
+2e/r), where2g is the variance among DH lines, a2e is the error variance among
DH lines, and r is the number of environments. Environments were substituted for
replications because the cost of malting quality analyses precludes replicated
testing within environments. Multiple regression procedures (implemented in
Statistical Analysis System, SAS Institute 1989) were used to test the significance
of two-locus interactions.
Results and Discussion
Malting Quality in Parents and the Doubled Haploid Population
Each of the eight environments that were sampled gave distinct quality
profiles (Table 3.1). Because QTL x environment interaction was significant only
for two malt extract percentage QTL on chromosome 5 (1H) (Figure 3.1), means
across environments were used for QTL analysis. Averaged across environments,Table 3.1 Means and standard deviations for five malting quality traits in Harrington, Morex and their doubled haploid progeny
in eight environments. See text for definition of the
environmentsa.
Grain Protein (%) SIT Protein (%)
Parents
b DH Parents
b DH
Lines Lines
EnvironmentHM p.aHM p.a
WA95 1214142343130 6
SK95 12 1413 1363235 5
MB95 11 1313 1383732 6
WA96 121314 1333735 5
SK96 121414 1383735 6
MB96 11 1414 1453438 8
0R96 101010 1434442 5
1D96 14151433333 31 6
a-amylase (20° DU)
Parents
b DH
Lines
H M p.a
47 38 42 9
58 47 45 9
68 61 56 10
59 54 55 6
47 45 48 8
61 55 59 12
55 46 49 7
52 45 46 12
Diastatic Power (° ASBC)
Parents
b DH
Lines
H M p.a
98126130 30
121137120 25
125145 141 23
10512712226
115173 154 27
104152 148 26
90 84 91 18
134164 14742
Malt Extract (%)
Parents
b DH
Lines
H M ia
80 777411
79 7775 1
79 7875 1
80 79776
79 76772
81 787716
82 8180 1
79 7872 1
aFor consistency with Tinker et al. (1996) and Mather et al. (1997) enviromnents are coded as follows: letters identify the Canadian province or US state
and numerals identify the year (1995 or 1996).
bH = Harrington, M = Morex.
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Figure 3.1 Scans of test statistics (Y-axis) for simple interval mapping (SIM, solid
wider lines), simple composite interval mapping (sCIM, broken lines) and QTLx
environment interaction (solid, thinner lines) for the full population of DH lines
from Harrington x Morex. Scans are shown for five malting traits, as indicated.
Chromosomes 1 (7H), 2 (2H), 3 (3H), 4 (4H), 5 (1H), 6 (6H), and 7 (5H) are shown
left to right on the X-axis. Horizontal lines indicate thresholds for testing SIM,
estimated from 5000 permutations. The parent giving the higher value allele is
shown for each QTL peak (H = Harrington; M = Morex).55
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Figure 3.1 Continued.56
Harrington and Morex approached the US malting industry specifications.
Harrington had a lower grain protein percentage and diastatic power activity, and a
higher ct-amylase activity, and malt extract percentage than Morex. The two-rowed
and six-rowed subpopulations had malting quality profiles contrary to expectations.
The two-rowed subpopulation had significantly (p <0.01) higher diastatic power,
and grain protein percentage than the six-rowed sub-population (Table 3.2). The
malt extract percentage values for the two sub-populations were not significantly
different. Both were lower than the lowest malt extract percentage parent (Morex).
Both subpopulations had malt extract percentage values lower than industry
specifications. a-amylase activities were significantly different (p <0.05) between
the two sub-populations, and both were higher than the lower a-amylase activity
parent (Morex). The estimates of heritability were high for all traits except malt
extract percentage (Table 3.2). The phenotypic data from the DH population
suggest a disruption of the balance in malting quality leading to increases in protein
and enzymes levels. These increases were not matched by an increase in malt
extract percentage, particularly in two-rowed genotypes.
Detection of Malting Quality QTLs
All QTLs described inthisreport were significant with SIM, and
corresponding peaks were detected with sCIM. QTLs for the five components of
malting quality were detected in eight regions of the genome on five chromosomes.
Coincident QTLs for more than one trait were detected at three of these regionsTable 3.2 Matting quality data for Harrington, Morex, their 140 DH progeny, and the two-rowed and six-rowed sub-populations,
averaged over eight environments.
Trait
Grain Protein
S/T Protein
Parents
C
Doubled haploid progeny
H M Two-rowed Six-rowed All lines
Mm Max h2
11 13 14 12**b 14 1 11
38 36 35 38** 36 4 28
a-amylase 56 49 50 51* 51 6 34
Diastatic Power 111 138 137 122** 130 17 94
Malt Extract 80 78 77 77ns 77 2 69
aEstimated as the percentage of genetic variance attributable to DH lines using environments as replications.
bSignificance of T-tests comparing the means of the two-rowed and the six-rowed subpopulations:ns non- significant;
significant at p< 0.01.
H = Harrington, M = Morex.
17 79
46 83
67 84
178 83
80 25
* significant at p<O.O5; and **
Table 3.3 QTL locationa, higher value alleleb, and percentage of phenotypic variance accounted by QTL(s) inthe doubled
haploid progeny of Harrington x Morex, averaged over eight environments.
Phenotype Chromosome R
I (7H) 2 (2) 4 (4H) S (IH) 7 (5H)
Grain Protein vrsl-MWG5O3" int-c-HVM4O" MWG635dABC302aM38
SIT Protein vrs1MWG503M intcHVM4OM ABG463MWG851bH32
cx-amylase int-c-HVM4O' ABG463-MWG851b"26
Diastatic Power ABC465-MWG2O3 1M vrsl-MWG5O3" 30
Malt Extract KgE35M54.243-BCD175M ABC801CDO99H 15
cMWG706ABG702bH
"Flanking markers
bH= Harrington;M= Morex
CMultilocus percentage of variance explained. 07(Table 3.3, Figure 3.1). The subsequent discussion is presented in order of grain
protein percentage, SIT protein ratio, enzyme activities, and finally malt extract
percentage. The vrsl locus coincided with QTLs for grain protein percentage, SIT
protein ratio and diastatic power. Harrington contributed larger value alleles for
protein percentage and diastatic power, while Morex contributed higher values
alleles for the SIT protein ratio (Table 3.3, Figure 3.1). QTLs for grain protein were
detected on chromosomes 2 (2H), 4 (4H), and 7(5H).
Coincident QTLs may be due to linkage or pleiotropy. The two cannot be
distinguished at the level of resolution afforded by this mapping population. In this
case, inflorescence architecture could determine the grain size and allocation of
protein and enzymes to kernels. Alternatively, the grain protein percentage,
diastatic power, and SIT protein ratio QTLs effects could be due to a gene, or
genes, linked to the vrsl locus. Since the vrsl locus is located in the centromeric
region of the chromosome, recombination is suppressed and conservation of
different alleles at loci in the two-rowed and six-rowed germplasm groups could be
expected. The allele values at the coincident QTLs support the observed pattern of
phenotypes in the two-rowed and six-rowed subpopulations, with higher grain
protein percentage and diastatic power in the two-rowed subpopulation and a
higher SIT protein ratio in the six-rowed subpopulation. The role of a conserved
linkage block around the vrsl locus and/or pleitropic effects of this locus are
supported by the absence of malting quality QTL at this region in other mappingpopulations which were derived from six-rowed x six-rowed or two-rowed x two-
rowed crosses (Figure 3.2).
Themt-clocus, the second determinant of inflorescence type, mapped
betweenKgE39M59MO6 andHVM4Oat a distance from the centromere
corresponding to that reported by Nilan (1964). Coincident QTLs and alternative
allele phases were detected for grain protein percentage, SIT protein ratio and a-
amylase activity on chromosome 4 (4H) in the region of themt-clocus (Figure
3.2). Morex contributed the larger value allele for SIT protein ratio, while
Harrington contributed larger value alleles for grain protein percentage anda-
amylase activity. Higher value alleles for grain protein percentage and SIT protein
ratio may or may not be favorable for malting quality. Rather than quantity, a
specific balance is desired. No malting quality QTL mapped to this region of the
genome in the reference populations where the parents are monomorphic for
inflorescence type, suggesting that these QTL alleles, like those coincident with the
vrsl locus, are unique to this two-rowed x six-rowed population. This also suggests
that these two traits are attributable to a pleiotropic effect of the mt-c locus, or
conservation of linkage blocks, as in the case of grain protein percentage, diastatic
power, and SIT ratio on chromosome 2 (2H).
The third region where a grain protein percentage QTL was detected was at
the centromeric region of chromosome 7 (5H). QTLs were also detected in this
region of the genome for multiple traits in the Steptoe x Morex and Harrington x
TR306 populations (Figure 3.2). A QTL for grain protein percentage was detectedChromosome 1 (711)
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Figure 3.2 Skeleton map of the Harrington x Morex population after (Hayes et al.
1997) but modified for chromosome 4 (4H) to include themt-clocus. QTL
detected in the Harrington x Morex (h/rn); Steptoe x Morex (s/rn) and Harrington x
TR306 (h/t) populations are shown on the right of each linkage group. QTLs for the
h/rn population include those detected in the full population and in the two-rowed
and six-rowed sub-populations (see text for details). The parent contributing the
higher value allele is marked with a + sign. GP = Grain protein; S/T = Soluble/total
protein; AA = a-amylase; DP = Diastatic power; ME = Malt extract. QTLs
detected in the hit and s/m populations are based on the report of Hayes et al.
(1993) and Mather et al. (1997). Loci on the left of each chromosome correspond to
mapped genes that have a role in malting quality. Distances are in Kosambi cM.
Chromosomes 3 (3H) and 6 (6H) are not shown because no malting quality QTLs
were detected on these chromosomes in the Harrington x Morex population.61
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in this region in the Steptoe x Morex and Harrington x TR306 populations, where
Morex and TR306 contributed the allele with the larger value respectively (Figure
3.2). Of the total grain protein percentage, the soluble fractions and enzymes
involved in hydrolysis are favorable for malting quality. In addition to the SIT
protein ratio QTL on chromosomes 2 (2H) and 4 (4H) that coincided with grain
protein percentage QTL, a SIT protein ratio QTL was detected on chromosome 7
(5H) that coincided with a QTL for a-amylase activity. In both cases Harrington
contributed the larger value alleles. This capacity of Harrington to produce a higher
SIT ratio and a-amylase activity than Morex was also apparent in the multi-
environment parental means (Table 3.2). QTLs for malt extract and kernel
plumpness were found at this position in Harrington x TR306, where Harrington
also contributed the higher value allele for malt extract percentage and TR306 for
kernel plumpness. In the same way an ct-amylase activity QTL was detected in the
Steptoe x Morex population where Morex contributed the higher value allele.
The a-amylase activity QTL on chromosome 4 (4H) did not coincide with
QTL detected in Steptoe x Morex or Harrington x TR306, but the a-amylase
activity QTL on chromosome 7 (5H) coincided with a QTL detected in Harrington
x TR306. In both cases Harrington contributed the higher value allele. A diastatic
power QTL was detected in the centromeric region of chromosome 1 (7H) and
coincided with the region where a diastatic power QTL was detected in the Steptoe
x Morex population (Figure 3.2). In Harrington x Morex, Morex contributed the
favorable allele, as it had in Steptoe x Morex.63
Malt extract percentage QTLs were detected on chromosomes 2 (2H) and 5
(1 H). Neither coincided with QTL for other malting quality traits. The chromosome
2 (2H) malt extract percentage QTL, where Morex contributed the favorable allele,
was distal to a cluster of QTLs determining multiple quality traits. The malt extract
percentage QTL on the short arm of chromosome 5 (1H), in which Harrington
contributed the favorable allele, coincided with a malt extract percentage QTL
detected in the Steptoe x Morex population, where Morex contributed the favorable
allele. This position coincided with a diastatic power QTL in the Steptoe x Morex
population.
The proportion of phenotypic variance (R2) accounted for by QTLs for
each trait was40%. The largest values ofR2were for those traits where QTL5
were coincident with the vrsl andmt-cloci (grain protein percentage, SIT protein
ratio, ct-amylase activity and diastatic power). Considering the high estimates of
heritability (Table 3.2) these QTLs accounted for less than 50% of the genetic
variance. The test for two-locus interactions was significant between the vrsl and
mt-cloci for both grain protein percentage and SIT protein ratio. The two-locusR2
values were 52% and 48%, respectively. These estimates of QTL effect may be
biased since larger populations and alternative QTL estimation procedures may
give better estimates of QTL effect (Meichinger et al. 1998).64
Subpopulation Analysis Classified by the Inflorescence Type
The only QTL for grain protein percentage and SIT protein ratio that
showed significant (p <0.05) two-locus interaction were those coincident with the
vrsl andmt-cloci. In order to further explore this interaction and to detennine if
the vrsl locus was masking other QTL, we divided the total population into the
two-rowed (n = 72 lines) and six-rowed (n = 68 lines) sub-populations. In the two-
rowed sub-population, QTLs for grain protein percentage on chromosomes 1 (7H)
and 2 (2H) were significant that were also detected in the Steptoe x Morex and
Harrington x TR306 populations (Table 3.4, Figures 3.2 and 3.3). At the QTL on
chromosome 1 (7H), Morex contributed the higher value allele in both populations.
At the QTL on chromosome 2 (2H) Harrington contributed the higher value allele.
In the case of the six-rowed sub-population, the same SIT protein ratio and diastatic
power QTLs were detected on chromosome 1 (7H), 4 (4H), and 7 (5H) that were
detected in the full population (Figure 3.3).
The higher level of grain protein percentage observed in Morex (Table 3.2),
a feature of North American six-rowed malting barleys compared with the two-
rowed types, may be due to alleles at QTL on chromosome 7 (5H) (Table 3.3). At
the grain protein percentage QTL detected in the two-rowed subpopulation, higher
value alleles were contributed from Morex (Table 3.4). These QTLs are coincident
with QTLs detected in the Steptoe x Morex population. In the six-rowed
subpopulation, no new QTL were detected.Table 3.4 QTL locationa higher value alleleb, and percentage of phenotypic variance accounted for by QTL(s) in the two-rowed
doubled haploid progeny of Harrington x Morex, averaged over eight environments.
Phenotype Chromosome
1(7H) 2 (2H) 7 (5H)
Grain Protein ABC465-MWG2O3 1M MWG655eCD064M MWG635dABC302aM 40
SIT Protein ABG463-MWG851b1' 21
Diastatic Power ABC465-MWG2O3 1M 34
aFlanking markers
b H= Harrington;M= Morex
Multilocus percentage of variance explained
Table 3.5 QTL locationa higher value allele', and percentage of phenotypic variance accounted for by QTL(s) in the six-rowed
doubled haploid progeny of Harrington x Morex averaged over eight environments.
Phenotype Chromosome
1(7H) 4 (4H) 5 (1H) 7 (5H)
Grain Protein int-c-HVM4O1' 22
Sf1' Protein inr-c-HVM4O' MWG943 -KgE3M51.88" ABG463-MWG851b" 37
Diastatic Power ABC465-MWG2O3 1M
9
aFlanking markers
b I= Harrington;M= Morex
Multilocus percentage of variance explained
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Figure 3.3 Scans of test statistics for simple interval mapping (SIM) from the two-
rowed sub-population (solid line) and the six-rowed sub-population (broken line).
Scans are shown for malting quality traits for which vrsl locus had a significant
effect. Chromosomes 1 (7H) to 7 (5H) are shown left to right. Horizontal lines
show SIM threshold estimated from 5000 permutations. The parent giving the
higher value allele is shown for each QTL peak (H Harrington; M= Morex).In the case of the SIT protein ratio, no new QTLs were detected in the two-
rowed sub-population. In the six-rowed sub-population, a significant QTL was
detected on chromosome 5 (1H) in the same region where an a-amylase activity
QTL was detected in Steptoe x Morex (Table 3.5 and Figure 3.2). The SIT protein
ratio QTL on chromosome 7 (5H) is coincident with a SIT protein ratio QTL
detected in Harrington x TR306, in both cases Harrington contributed the higher
value allele and it was significant in both sub-populations. For diastatic power, one
QTL was detected in the full population and in both sub-populations. This QTL
coincided with a diastatic power QTL detected in the Steptoe x Morex population,
and in both cases Morex gave the larger value allele.
Six out of thirteen of the malting quality QTLs we detected in the full
Harrington x Morex population coincided with malting quality QTLs detected in
the Harrington x TR306 and Steptoe x Morex populations. Favorable allele phases
were consistent at QTLs common to the three mapping populations. The notable
exceptions were QTLs coincident with the vrsl andmt-cloci, confirming the
importance of linkage/or pleitropy. In feed x malt crosses (e.g. Steptoe x Morex,
Harrington x TR306) most breeders would not expect positive transgressive
segregants for malting quality. In the case of Harrington x Morex, since the parents
are genetically distinct malt standards, we hypothesized that we would recover
positive transgressive segregants. We found transgressive segregants for high grain
protein percentage and desirable transgressive segregants for high enzyme activity.
Favorable transgressive segregants for malt extract percentage were not found.Malt extract percentage is the result of a balance of all the malting quality
components and with QTLs segregating at several regions, the frequency of a
"perfect genotype" for this trait would be very low. In order to obtain that genotype
it would be necessary to have a very large population. Our detection of QTLs in
association with, or as a result of, the genes determining inflorescence type
suggests that integration of two germplasm groups disturbs the balance of
properties leading to malting quality.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
The objective of the first part of this research was to determine the number,
location and effects of agronomic and grain quality QTLs in the Harrington x
Morex doubled haploid population. Using simple interval mapping and simplified
composite interval mapping procedures implemented in the software package
MQTL, a total of 35 QTLs were detected for yield, kernel plumpness, test weight,
heading date and, plant height, either across environments or in individual
environments. The QTLs associated with agronomic traits mapped to all seven
barley chromosomes. The agronomic data were collected in a relatively large and
diverse set of environments, allowing for the detection of QTLs that were
consistent across environments as wellas those thatinteracted with the
environment. This significant interaction between QTLs and environments is a
notable difference compared with the malting quality traits, where in general there
was less QTL x E interaction. Hayes Ct al. (1993) also found less QTL x E
interaction with malting quality traits than with agronomic traits. Some yield, plant
height and heading date QTLs were at positions similar to those of QTLs detected
in the reference populations in chromosomes 1 (7H), 3 (3H), 4 (4H) and 5 (111).
There were two chromosome regions 1 (711) and 7 (5H) where multiple QTLs were
detected in the three reference mapping populations, Barrington x Morex, Steptoe x
Morex, and Harrington x TR306.The Harrington x Morex population is not a typical breeding population, in
the sense that past efforts to recover positive transgressive segregants, particularly
for yield, from two-rowed x six-rowed crosses have not been particularly
successful. When breeders are trying to simultaneously improve malting quality
and agronomic performance, the usual practice is to use very closely related
genotypes within a specific germplasm group (Rassmusson and Phillips 1997).
Nevertheless the Harrington x Morex population was useful in terms of QTL
detection and it demonstrated that the loci determining inflorescence morphology
have an important role in the expression of agronomic traits. This could be due to
linkage or pleiotropy. Further resolution of these QTLs will require construction of
high resolution maps in near-isogenic lines (NILs). This will reduce the targets
regions into smaller segments in a common genetic background.
In the second part of this study the objectives were similar to those in the
first part, but the focus was on malting quality traits. A total of sixteen QTL5
associated with grain protein percentage, SIT protein ratio, a-amylase activity,
diastatic power and malt extract percentage were detected. These QTLs were
significant either in the full population or in the two-rowed and six-rowed sub-
populations. The use of MQTL to detect QTLs in multi-environment data sets was
shown to be effective (Tinker et al. 1996; Mather et al. 1997). In the case of the
Harrington x Morex population, MQTL detected QTLs that were consistent across
environments and QTLs that interacted with the environment. These results
highlight the importance of studying QTL5 in a wide range of environments.73
The number of QTLs per trait varied from two to five, and they were
located on five chromosomes [l(7H), 2 (2H), 4 (4H), 5 (1H) and, 7 (5H)]. In the
case of complex traits such as malting quality, a larger number of QTLs would be
expected. In the case of the Harrington x Morex population, the moderate
population size, the lack of polymorphic markers in some regions of the genome,
and the major effect of loci determining inflorescence morphology could account
for the limited number of QTLs detected. These QTLs explained, on average, one
third of the phenotypic variance for each of the traits studied. The exception was
malt extract percentage, where the percentage of phenotypic variance explained
was considerably lower. Malt extract percentage has traditionally been considered
the most complex malting quality trait. It is determined by a number of sub-traits,
each with low heritability, and this has led to moderate progress in breeding
(Ulirich et al. 1997).
The information obtained revealed some degree of coincidence among the
reference mapping populations. Notable differences are the QTLs coincident with
the vrsl andmt-cloci, which were unique to the Harrington x Morex population.
These unique QTLs indicatetwothings:locidetermininginflorescence
morphology, or linked loci, affect malting quality traits. Second, the effects of these
loci which could be due to pleiotropy or linkage, are evidence that these
representatives of the two-rowed and six-rowed germplasm groups have alternative
alleles at malting quality QTL5. This could be the result of selection and breeding,
with the consequence that each germplasm group has specific end use properties.74
Malting quality QTLs detected in this population coincided with the Amy2
locus on chromosome 1 (7H), thehordein locion chromosome 5 (1H), thevrsl
locus on chromosome 2 (2H) and themt-clocus on chromosome 4 (4H). Are these
candidate genes for the coincident QTLs? On chromosome 1 (7H), recent work
suggests the Amy2 locus is not the only determinant of malting quality QTL in the
Steptoe x Morex population (Han et al. 1997). The hordein loci code for structural
proteins (von Wettstein-Knowles 1992) and their role in determining malt extract is
not obvious. The association of the vrsl andmt-cloci with malting quality QTL
could be due to pleiotropy or linkage drag. According to linkage maps, the vrsl
locus is in the centromeric region of chromosome 2 (2H) and these are known to be
suppressed recombination regions. In the recently published physical map of barley
(Kuenzel et al. 2000) markers tightly linked tovrsl(Komatsuda et al. 1999) fall on
the border of suppressed (>4.4 Mb/cM) and an increased recombination region (1.0
-4.4 Mb/cM).
Because of the delicate balance of properties required for malting quality,
any modification of the balance that results in higher or lower levels of a specific
component may lead to an unacceptable quality profile. In many cases, the malting
and brewing industries demand a defined and static quality profile. In such
situations, the most efficient breeding strategy may be one that uses QTL
information to maintain the specific configurations of QTL alleles that lead to a
target quality profile. To implement such a strategy, markers could be used to retain
a particular genomic architecture for regions critical for malting quality during the75
process of introgressing positive alleles for other target phenotypes, such as disease
resistance and productivity traits. The QTL information generated in this study
could be useful in defining these regions of the genome, the chromosome 2 (2H)
and 4 (411) QTL information may be relevant to two-rowed x six-rowed crosses.
There were more than 20 cM gaps in the linkage maps of the long arms of
chromosomes 1 (7H) and 7 (5H) and, in the short arms of chromosomes 2 (2H), 3
(3H) and, 6 (6H). This lack of genome coverage precludes detection of QTLs in
these regions.
QTL analysis can localize determinants of complex traits to specific regions
of the genome. This is an improvement over previous quantitative analysis tools,
which only allowed estimation of number of genes and allele values (Allard, 1988).
Bias due to limited population size is an important issue in QTL analysis
(Meichinger et al. 1998). However, the resources available to most breeding and
research programs will limit the number of genotypes and environments that can be
analyzed. Therefore, QTL analysis based on segregating populations can be a
useful first step toward identifying regions of the genome to target in marker-
assisted selection experiments, understanding the basis of correlated responses,
characterizing the genes defining major germplasm groups, and toward identifying
candidate genes underlying complex phenotypes.76
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